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Definition

Morphologically detailed motoneuron models
refer to a class of motoneuron (MN) models that
are developed using experimentally derived,
three-dimensional digital reconstructions of MN
morphology (Fig. 1, left panel). In contrast to
models with reduced morphological detail
(Fig. 1, right panel), these models offer more
accurate spatial resolution and allow realistic dis-
tribution of electrical properties.

Detailed Description

In a computer simulation, each part of the mem-
brane is represented by an isopotential (i.e., fixed
potential) compartment governed by a system of
differential equations (see “▶Compartmental
Models of Spinal Motoneurons”). These

equations calculate the membrane electrical prop-
erties and ion channel behaviors/kinetics. There-
fore, in order to have accurate spatial resolution,
each compartment should be very small in length
(<0.1l, l is the space constant) (Fleshman et al.
1988; Clements and Redman 1989). Because of
the intricacy of a MN’s structure, a morphologi-
cally detailed computer model would typically
have thousands of compartments to fully repre-
sent the MN. Simplified computer models (also
known as “equivalent cable models” or “reduced
models”), on the other hand, represent the den-
dritic morphology with a single unbranched cable
which contains membrane surface area equivalent
to all real dendrites combined – thus “equivalent
cable.” This cable usually comprises 10–50 com-
partments (but might sometimes only contain
one).

Development of Computer Models with
Realistic Morphology

The first step in constructing a morphologically
detailed computer model is importing the three-
dimensional morphology of the cell, which is usu-
ally obtained from the reconstruction of intracellu-
larly stained or retrograde-labeled MNs. Examples
of reconstructed morphologies are available
through the online database NeuroMorpho.Org
(http://neuromorpho.org/neuroMorpho/index.jsp).
The second step inmodel development ismatching
the passive electrical properties of the model cell to
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experimental data. This step involves setting the
passive membrane parameters [e.g., specific trans-
membrane resistance (Rm), specific axial mem-
brane resistance (Ra), and specific membrane
capacitance (Cm)] of each compartment of the
model cell to replicate those electrical properties
in which active conductances have little or no
contribution (e.g., MN input resistance, time con-
stants, electrotonic length). The third step is
matching the active electrical properties of the
model cell to experimental data. This is the point
at which decisions are made on what active con-
ductances need to be included and what their spa-
tial distributions on various cell structures should
be (soma, initial segment, and dendrites). The ionic
current, Iion, mediated through each active conduc-
tance can be described by the following general
expression:

Iion ¼ gion � Vm � Eionð Þ ð1Þ

gion ¼ gion � mn � hl ð2Þ

in which gion is the varying conductance of the ion
channel; gion is the maximum conductance of the
ion channel; m and h are the activation and inac-
tivation state variables, respectively; and n and
l are the order of activation and inactivation,
respectively.

For each membrane state variable (�), the time
and voltage dependence are given by

d�=dt ¼ a� 1� �ð Þ � b�� ð3Þ

t� ¼ 1= a� þ b�
� � ð4Þ

The spatial distribution, densities (gion ), and
activation and inactivation kinetics (a�, b�, t�) of
individual active conductances are then adjusted
to produce comparable firing behaviors to exper-
imental data (see “▶Compartmental Models of
Spinal Motoneurons,” for examples on how cal-
cium channels are distributed in order to replicate
plateau potentials successfully). A computer
model would be validated if it matches multiple
sets of experimental data (passive and active)
under various experimental conditions (current
clamp and voltage clamp). To test the robustness
and validity of model results, sensitivity analysis
is usually required on critical model parameters.
In this process, model parameters that greatly
impact the simulation results are first identified.
Then, their values are varied within the range
observed in experimental recordings in order to
assess the dependence of output model behaviors
on the variation in those parameters.

Utility of Morphologically Detailed MN
Models

Simplified MN models were developed as a nec-
essary means to make simulations computation-
ally efficient, an issue which is being resolved by

Morphologically Detailed Cellular and Pool Motoneuron Models, Fig. 1 A morphologically detailed model (left)
versus its reduced counterpart for the same MN [cell 43c5, originally published in Cullheim et al. 1987]
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increasing computational power. Morphologi-
cally detailed computer models are now more
feasible and offer numerous attractive features.
First, they can be used to investigate both the
passive and active properties of MNs. In contrast,
the dendritic reduction of reduced models is
unable to accurately reproduce active conditions
(Rall 1962; Holmes et al. 1992). Second, the
incorporation of full MN morphology allows
these detailed models to simulate MN firing
behaviors more accurately, whereas reduced
models are unable to simulate some MN firing
behaviors (Jackson and Cauller 1997;
Hendrickson et al. 2011). This is because the
equivalent membrane surface area, even when
optimized to match a real MN’s electrical proper-
ties, is not the only factor which affects active
conductances: The morphology of dendrites –
the number of branches and the direction of
branching – also affects dendritic active conduc-
tances. Third, morphologically detailed models
contain enough anatomical data to produce unique
solutions to questions about passive properties –
that is, a single scenario or a single set of model
parameters can account for all aspects of empirical
data (Holmes and Rall 1992; Holmes et al. 1992).
This is in contrast to reduced models, which suffer
great redundancy of model parameters – that is,
they produce too many potential solutions to a
question or too many candidate mechanisms to
feasibly test in experiments (Holmes and Rall
1992; Holmes et al. 1992). Fourth, morphologi-
cally detailed models allow investigation of sci-
entific questions impacted by the specific spatial
distribution of various cellular properties (e.g.,
spatial distribution of dendritic ion channels and
synaptic inputs), which are not faithfully
represented in reduced models (Elbasiouny et al.
2005). Finally, in neurological conditions, such as
spinal cord injury or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
the MN experiences massive pathological
changes in dendritic morphology (Kitzman
2005; Amendola and Durand 2008). Because
accurate modeling of changes in dendritic struc-
ture is critical for accurate simulation of these
pathologies, morphologically detailed models
would be more appropriate to use in such

neurological conditions, as opposed to reduced
models which lack dendritic morphological detail.

Simulations of PoolModels Formed from
Morphologically Detailed MN Models

Although morphologically detailed cell models
are useful for studying MN behaviors at the cel-
lular level, muscle and network behaviors require
highly detailed pool models in which a number of
MNs are included to represent the pool of spinal
neurons innervating the muscle of interest (Jiang
et al. 2015; Allen and Elbasiouny 2018). These
pool models (Fig. 2) could then be used to exam-
ine the neuronal drive to the muscle, the recruit-
ment pattern of MNs, and the total as well as
individual forces and EMG signals generated by
the different fiber types comprising the muscle.
For example, Fig. 2 shows an example of a motor
pool from Allen and Elbasiouny (2018): 51 mor-
phologically detailed cells were incorporated into
a pool model in order to simulate the motor
nerve’s neural activity, as well as the resulting
compound action potentials, muscle EMG, and
force from individual MN spikes. With such a
pool, muscle and individual motor unit behaviors
could be examined under different conditions and
in response to different synaptic inputs.

Despite the advantages of 3D morphologically
detailed pool models, there are challenges in their
operation and development. Operation of a pool
model formed of morphologically detailed cells
requires high computational power and involves
long run times. Computational resources such as
parallel supercomputer hardware [e.g., the Neuro-
science Gateway (Sivagnanam et al. 2013)] are
therefore critical for such simulations. In these
simulations, the run time is determined by the
complexity of individual model cells, the archi-
tecture of the pool model, and how cells commu-
nicate with each other. Accordingly, the run time
will be governed by the slowest and most complex
cell in the pool model.

Challenges in the development of pool models
include consideration of several key design
choices. Importantly, several design consider-
ations were shown to have a strong impact on
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simulation predictions made by morphologically
detailed MN pool models (Allen and Elbasiouny
2018). The features tested included (1) the number
of model cells to include in the pool; (2) whether
MN types were explicitly represented (slow-
twitch vs. fatigue-resistant vs. fast-twitch);
(3) whether MN types were modeled using
generic templates versus those developed with
distinct electrical and morphological properties;
(4) whether different MN types were modeled
with overlapping cellular properties or with dis-
crete property ranges; (5) whether biological het-
erogeneity in cellular properties within MN types
was simulated; and (6) whether comprehensive
experimental data were available for model veri-
fication. Specifically, MN recruitment pattern, fir-
ing rates, and force data were shown to be affected
by these design choices. Figure 3 illustrates four
examples of possible design choices for the pool
model. Figure 3a shows a pool model with overlap
in the properties of the different MN types.

Figure 3b shows a pool model with discrete
ranges (i.e., no overlap) in the properties of MN
types. In Fig. 3a, b, MN types were modeled using
discrete templates. Figure 3c, on the other hand,
shows a pool model in which MN types were
represented by generic templates and without
overlap in properties. Finally, Fig. 3d shows a
pool model which simulates biological heteroge-
neity in individual MNs within each type. As
shown in panels e–h, the recruitment pattern of
MNs was affected significantly by these design
choices. In various scenarios, mixed or reverse
recruitment patterns could be suppressed or exag-
gerated. In sum, incorporating high levels of detail
into pool simulations requires careful consider-
ation of the scientific question being investigated
and of the cost vs. benefit of each feature, in order
to choose the most relevant pool model design
features. However, the effort is justified by the
high fidelity of these simulations to the observed
experimental data.

Morphologically Detailed Cellular and Pool Moto-
neuron Models, Fig. 2 Example of a MN pool model,
from right to left: a morphologically detailed MN model is
activated by triangular synaptic commands. Somatic action
potentials are generated; these can then be used to calculate

the force and EMG signals of each motor unit and the
compound action potential, total force, and EMG from
the whole pool. (Adapted from Allen and Elbasiouny
(2018) with permission)
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Morphologically Detailed Cellular and Pool Moto-
neuronModels, Fig. 3 Rheobase versus input resistance
for pool models of different design features. (a) Pool model
with overlap in MN-type cellular properties. (b) Pool
model with discrete ranges of MN-type properties (i.e.,
no overlap). (c) Homogenous pool model in which MN

types are modeled using generic cell templates with varied
electrical properties. (d) Pool model which simulates het-
erogeneity in individual MN properties within MN types.
(e, f) The recruitment range of MN types in each pool
model. (Adapted from Allen and Elbasiouny (2018) with
permission)
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